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Abstract: It may seem come as a surprise to Western contemporary film exegesis, but Romanian cinema did produce
some isolated interesting and original works in the early years of the 20th century. We will try to demonstrate that though
very few silent films have been preserved, at closer scrutiny they do prove very close to the ongoing European aesthetic
film canon as developed in France, Germany or Sweden (Abel 1984; Brewster & Jacobs 1997, Bordwell 2002). During
the first two decades of its existence, Romanian cinema production teams used well-known literary figures, adapting
their novels, plays or operettas. A highly original example from the silent era, Manasse (Jean Mihail, 1925) initially a
play by Ronetti Roman about a dramatic event from the Jewish community, isn’t only an authentic melodrama focusing
on an impossible love in a Jewish traditionalist family. Filmed on location in different parts of Romania, its dynamic
cinematography, editing and acting echoes in terms of aesthetic and ethnic issues the story line from Alan Crosland’s
iconic Jazz Singer. Horia Igiroșanu’s only preserved film Haiducii (The Outlaws, 1929) an action film on a large scale
about Balkan musketeers, is another very interesting case of location shooting, dynamic cross-cutting and emancipated
female portrayals. Finally, Maiorul Mura (Major Mura, Ion Timuș & Jean Georgescu, 1928) a French vaudeville-like
comedy in the line of Maurice Tourneur’s “Serpentin” series, helps pave the way for the first comic talkies featuring
sophisticated title cards and a complex aural universe (songs,
choreography, choruses).
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Introduction
It may come as a surprise to Western contemporary film exegesis, but Romanian cinema
did produce some isolated interesting and
original works in the early years of the 20th
century. Early Romanian films (made roughly
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between 1911 and 1929) having survived in more or less complete copies and having
been available for screenings and research are almost a contradiction in terms. More
than 80% of the silent film production is considered to be lost, having been neglected
or poorly preserved due to several circumstances. “On peut les compter sur les doigts
d’une main” as they say in French.
Numerous Romanian film historians, critics and even literary theorists have
been producing a considerable amount of literature (dictionaries, films histories,
contribution to specialized journals) discussing the films in accordance to secondary
sources (press cuttings, photos, screenplays). Their specific reception in a highly
stimulating Romanian cultural environment in which international cinema (mainly
from US, French and German distribution companies) was extremely well showcased
and held in high esteem, was obviously a problematic one. Since there had been no
real national film industry until the late 50s, isolated cases were unable to build up a
viable thematic and aesthetic paradigm. Over the last fifteen years however, archives
all over Europe such the Dutch (Eye Institute), Austrian, Hungarian, Italian (Bologna)
or even Belgian ones have come across, identified and helped restore some important
copies. Ten years ago, when I started writing my book on Romanian Cinema at large,
my main focus was on historical context, ideology and themes. However, I came to
realize that the few preserved films prove extremely interesting case studies as far as
their cinematic aesthetics is concerned.
In what follows I will attempt to provide an overview of my ongoing diachronic
research about the films and their synchronic relationship to the European and at a
lesser extent US film production of the silent era. I try to demonstrate that although very
few Romanian silent films have been preserved, at closer scrutiny they do prove very
close to the ongoing European aesthetic film canon as developed in France, Germany or
Sweden (Abel 1984; Brewster & Jacobs 1997; Bordwell 2005; Adriaensens 2015).
Working on three Romanian films belonging roughly to three genres: social
melodrama, comedy and action film, the aesthetic canon I have come to identify is
situated mid-way between the late teens, namely films from what Belgian historian
Eric de Kuyper has called “le cinéma de la seconde époque”, where tableau
techniques and pictorialism were still the rule, and the early 1920s (de Kuyper 1992).
Exegetes such as David Bordwell or Richard Abel have characterized the latter period
as both indebted to the American alternate and parallel editing narrative principles at
work in dramas and comedies, and aiming to preserve framing, lighting and sound
simulating techniques experimented by German expressionism and perpetrated by
French impressionism, with its derivative « photogénie ». The European aesthetic
canon from the late 10s and early 20s combined tableau techniques with location
shooting, a pictorial style similar to the histrionic acting tradition with realistic and
spontaneous acting styles. Directors used parallel montage, playing off a chronological
present against a reversed chronological past and crosscutting as a cinematic version
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of an old narrative strategy, that of alternating presentation. Titles were not always
diegetic, detaching themselves and establishing a double discourse.
In Cinema and Cognition, Laurent Jullier continues the theoretical reflection
initiated in the works of Antonio Damasio (1994) and Torben Grodal (1997), and
distinguishes between the bodily unconscious apprehension of an emotional episode
(autotelic such as laughing or crying, or telic, like escaping from a snake), and the
conscious perception and categorization of emotion. This is the first reason that
allows Damasio to associate cognition with emotion. With the conscious perception
of emotion eventually comes its implicit denomination, through a verbal label, as part
of a contextual operation of understanding and meaning making. As exemplified
in what follows, these films also handle the rhetoric of film style so as to entail
cognitive markers meant to trigger emotional responses which still prove relevant to
contemporary audience.1 In earlier contributions on the topic of audience reception I
have advanced the term emo-cognition (Nasta 2004).
Manasse
During the first two decades of its existence, Romanian cinema creative and
production teams adapted novels, plays or operettas produced by well-known
literary authorities. Action films, historical epics, intimate melodramas and comedies
were adapted mainly from literary sources (plays, novels, poems). A highly original
example from the silent era is Manasse (Jean Mihail, 1925). The film is an adaptation
from a play by Ronetti Roman staging a dramatic event that took place in the Jewish
community. The feature film, filmed on location in different parts of Romania and
mostly in the Romanian city of Fălticeni (Moldavia), is an authentic melodrama
focusing on an impossible love in a Jewish traditionalist family. Its dynamic
cinematography, editing and acting echoes, in terms of aesthetic and ethnic issues,
the story line from Alan Crosland’s iconic Jazz Singer. The film’s theme is the religious
intolerance against the backdrop of a love story between a promising Romanian
lawyer and a Jewish young woman, the niece of Manasse Cohen. In the wider
European context other films from Germany or Austria handled similar topics (19131923): Endlich allein (M.Mack, 1913), Der Stolz der Firma (Lubitsch, 1914), Der Gelbe
Schen (Jansen, 1918) Nathan der Weise (Noa, 1923), Die Gezeichneten (Dreyer, 1921) Das
Alte Gesetz (Dupont, 1923) Die Stadt ohne Juden (Breslauer, 1924).
Mihail’s Manasse thus contains a highly rich and diverse mixture of devices related
to the ongoing European aesthetic canon but also the emo-cognitive stylistic features
and cues which derive from its Romanian specificity. In their book Embodied Cognition
and Cinema, Maarten Coëgnarts & Peter Kravanja (2015) distinguish between
homospatiality (one shot framing or mise-en-scène) and non-homospatiality (tracking,
panning, zoom, and cutting). They also advance the term embodied cinematic subjectivity
in which two images one containing the perceiver the other the perceived, appear
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simultaneously within the larger frame. This cinematic pattern enables the viewer to
see both the observer’s gaze and the object of his gaze (Coëgnarts & Kravanja 2015).
This cinematic stylistic device is often used in early Romanian films. Here are a few
examples from Manasse and their corresponding images/shots/scenes:
1. Realistic almost documentary
views of the mourning Jewish
community using non-professional cast.

2. Continuity outdoor shooting,
and non-homospatiality (cf.
Coëgnarts and Kravanja 2015),
tracking shots, and pans on
Bucharest townscape during
the family’s trip to Manasse’s
wife funeral.
3. Stage pictorialism combined
with expressionistic lighting set.
The pictorialism is used to portray the bourgeois milieu inhabited by Manasse’s family.

4. Emo-cognition
expressed
through an association between
the telic (the funeral) and the
paratelic (Manasse’s explicit
grief).

5. Contextual markers like the
“Be happy Delia, have faith
Jewish verbal clichés and belief and obey the one who will share
archetypes inserted within dia- your life: you’ll have your own
logue titles.
house, a Jewish house”
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6. Primitive close-ups, no eye-line
match but irony in the portrayal
of a Jewish usurer.

7. Dynamic cutting, subliminal aural perceptual cues, naturalistic acting. While the
marriage party is in full swing and characters are highly engaged in group discussions,
Delia elopes from the arranged marriage.

8. Pictorial isocentrism and homospatiality. For example the family is reunited at the
centre of the frame to read a letter, and the subsequent explanatory title illustrated
with the insert of the letter:
“Dear parents, I had to
choose: leaving a life imposed
upon me or leaving the house.
If you love me you will find me
and forgive me”.

9. Ending with emo-cognitive
morals: Getting to terms
with a new tolerant world, as
Manasse accepts a mixed marriage and welcomes the young
couple.
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Major Mura
The second example I have chosen for scrutiny, Maiorul Mura / Major Mura (Ion
Timus, and Jean Georgescu, screenwriter, and actor in the film, 1927) is a comedy
unfolded in 5 Acts, adapted from a Romanian operetta Moștenitorii veseli by Gusty,
(Vienese libretto by Weisenberg). Once more the narrative focuses on an arranged
marriage and its ensuing qui pro quos: a young woman, Mariana Pătrașcu, inherits a
large sum of money with the single condition that she marries a high-ranking officer
in the army whom she does not know. Close to the spirit of Marivaux at work in the
French films directed by Maurice Tourneur and later on by René Clair, she decides
to pretend her maid is the beneficiary. Drawn by the inheritance appeal, Major Mura
courts the maid, while Lieutenant Azureanu falls in love with Mariana. In spite of
the inevitable comic misunderstandings caused by the swapping of roles, the two
couples end up marrying. The film can be easily be compared to European similar
films belonging to the slapstick genre such as: Serpentin et son modèle (Jean Durand/
Marcel Levêque 1918) Les Gaités de l’escadron (M. Tourneur, 1913) Alias Jimmy Valentine
(M. Tourneur, 1917).

Maiorul Mura features ambiguous temporal manipulations of narrative structure.
The viewer discovers many ellipses, parallel montage, self-parody, chiasmus
(repeated actions in reverse order), and qui pro quos. Both idiomatic, lexical humor
“colored dialogue” and multiple visual gags (frame enlargement reveal visual puns
instead of camera movement or cutting) are to be found in descriptions and verbal
exchanges:
1. Verisimilar acting and verbal innuendos within titles
“you now have a real pot belly
Major”.
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2. Horseman gag and use of metonymy: the title stipulates “the best horseman is lieutenant
Azureanu” with titles and framing devices entailing false consecutions. In fact
Azureanu only simulates horse-riding in a room and is framed in medium shot so
that his legs are not visible.

3. Use of syllepsis, i.e. mistaking one side of word or action meaning for the other, for
example the girl smells a flower and throws it to her lover but it eventually proves to
be a frog.

4. A gramophone scene is reuniting the miss-matched couples. We find again emocognition thanks to pre-sound devices, choreography, mobile camera tracking
couples, and innovative framing.

The Outlaws
Finally, our third example, Haiducii / The Outlaws (Horia Igirosanu, 1929) is an action
melodrama reminiscent of American serial episodes from the late teens. The film is part
of a national trilogy dedicated to the struggle for independence of the Romanians at the
beginning of the 1800s when the Ottoman Empire designated Greeks Phanariotes from
Istanbul to reign over Romania. Iancu Jianu defended the Romanian peasants from the
abuses of the Phanariotes before the 1821 when they will be defeated. The film shows
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at the end the revolution led by Tudor Vladimirescu against ottoman rule. Profiled on
historical background, there is the melodramatic story of two sisters: one kidnapped
and the other disguised as the young boy Mihaiță, trying to rescue her sister by joining
the troupe of Haiduk / Outlaw Mereanu. The film toured Romania for three years with
additional shows from the cast and was briefly distributed in the States. Igirosanu’s
theatrical style school includes the histrionic tendencies from European acting but also
features an original handling of mise-en-scène, cutting and lighting devices meant to
have a powerful emotional impact on the viewer (See for example the splendid camera
work by trained documentary cinematographer Iosif Bertok). Here are some salient
devices Igirosanu uses in the film:
1. Close-ups of multiethnic regional types and
attitudes.

2. Unusual use of metonymic visual effects for
violent villains depicted in extreme close-ups
(metonymical shots).

3. Chiaroscuros reminiscent of expressionist
cinematic effects that are used in moments
that initiate a pause from the hectic action.

4. Embodied mental subjectivity expressed via
split screen (a character recalls his past as a
priest) without flash-back or superimposition.
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5. Documentary-like use of natural location
to stress folklore and national heritage: a
peasant is playing the flute in the mountains.

Conclusion
The three films I have been working on, Manasse, Maiorul Mura and Haiducii are
derived from ongoing West European Canons from the 20’s. At the level of audience
cognition, they unleash an emotional experience that encompasses and transcends
pure emotional causality. On what I suggest we coin as an emo-cognitive level, they
help establish by means of typically Romanian ethnic (all the co-existing minorities
evolving at the same time in different contexts), literary (humor based puns, plays
upon words, poetic metaphors and litotes) and sociological devices, a very specific
chronotope with unexpected aesthetic extensions.
I hope to have demonstrated to what extent, a national underdeveloped industry
from Eastern Europe with a few isolated but very gifted craftsmen evolving in
extremely improvised production conditions, managed to create an original mixture
of easily identifiable devices and of pioneering practices. Combining documentary
footage and interior static or highly dynamic scenes, exploring the wonderful
Romanian landscape with infinite poetic potentialities and, last but not least, daring
to use Jewish self-irony, French marivaudage and Greek disguise to send the world a
message of tolerance and open-mindedness that is still badly needed nowadays in
some parts of the cinematic world.
David Bordwell’s argument may serve as a suitable conclusion to our ongoing
survey:
“It’s important to stress the argument for the cross-cultural side of imagemaking on sheerly theoretical grounds. In Figures I wanted to show that many
patterns of cinematic staging appeal to transcultural regularities of human
perception and cognition. Viewers outside Japan can grasp a great deal of
what’s going on in a Mizoguchi scene simply by paying attention. Additionally,
evidence for convergence in techniques of making pictures helps support my
claims about the cross-cultural reach of film craft In this way filmmakers in
different times and places might hit upon some common stylistic tactics,
without there being demonstrable influences”. (cf. blog entry Some Questions
about Style 2006).
Acknowledgments. I also thank the director of the Romanian Film Archive, Mihai
Fulger.
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End Note
1 See for example the emotional markers present in the “mood-cue approach” theory advocated
by Greg Smith (2003). Emotional states are “multidimensional response syndromes” cued in film
by ensembles of facial expressions, sound design, dialogue, staging, set design, camerawork or
editing, narrative events and character features. See also Plantinga (2012).
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